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Please note: The subfloor must be dry, smooth and 
stable. Adhesion must be carried out in accordance with 
instructions of the adhesive manufacturer.  

The Matting must be rolled out and acclimatized on site 
for a minimum of 24 hours.

SINGLE STRIP 

Step 1.1 MEASURING 

Place the floor covering with the vinyl back side to the subfloor. Make sure the floor covering stands 
up 5 cm against the walls/opening of the matwell. 

Step 1.2 GLUING 

Fold over half of the strip in the lengthwise direction. The vinyl backing is then visible. Apply the 
adhesive to the subfloor using the adhesive comb. Lay the material back on the adhesive and now 
fold over the other half lengthwise. Now use the adhesive comb to apply the adhesive to this part of 
the subfloor. Lay the vinyl backing on the adhesive.  

Step 1.3 FINISHING TOUCH 

Press all the floor covering down firmly. Then press down the corners extra firmly. Use a utility knife 
with hook blade to cut the floor covering to the correct size. 

MULTIPLE STRIPS 

Step 2.1 THE DIRECTION

Note the direction indicated by the white arrow on the back of the vinyl backing. 

Step 2.2 THE SIZE 

Cut the required length with about 10 cm extra and place it on the subfloor. Make sure the outermost 

strips of floor covering stand up 5 cm against the walls on 3 sides.  
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Step 2.3 REMOVING VINYL EDGE 

Removing the vinyl edge. Fold over half of the strip in the lengthwise direction. The vinyl backing is 
then visible. On the vinyl backing, mark a point 4 cm measured from the start of the vinyl edge. Do 
this by making a small cut with a utility knife. Repeat this incision with the same distance at multiple 
points along the length. Place the steel straightedge along the marked cuts and cut off the vinyl edge 
straight with a utility knife. Once the vinyl edge has been removed, you can put the floor covering 

back in place and press it firmly against the other strip. 

Step 2.4 PLACING THE STRIPS 

Orient the white arrow in the same direction as the previously laid part. This arrow is printed on the 
back side of the vinyl backing. If this is not done, a colour difference may be visible. 

Follow step 2.3 Repeat this procedure if you are laying multiple strips. 

Step 2.5 GLUING 

Fold the strips in half in the crosswise direction so the vinyl backing is visible. Apply the adhesive to 
the subfloor with an adhesive comb. Lay the floor covering back onto the adhesive. Now fold over 
the other half of the strips and apply adhesive to the subfloor. Lay the floor covering on the adhesive. 
The whole subfloor is now covered with adhesive. Lay the strips straight and tightly against each 
other in the adhesive. For a good bond, press the floor covering down firmly over the whole surface 
with a carpet roller. When the seams are pressed against each other properly, they will no longer be 
visible. If the length seam buckles, you can correct this with a knee kicker.  

Step 2.6 FINISHING TOUCH 

Press the floor covering firmly into the corner(s) and then cut the floor covering to the correct size 
with a utility knife. For best results, the seams can be worked with a seam roller and the edges with a 
punch.  

Recommended Adhesives 

Gilt Edge Industries – Polymer 265 or UZIN 2000S 
Look Floors – Ardex AF266 


